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FROM THE DRIVER’S SEAT

O

NCE UPON A TIME there were three bears, Mother Bear, Father Bear and Baby Bear
………. this is how I feel we are situated at the moment, once again, sitting in a children’s
story or a fairy tale. We have just experienced here in Sydney yet another short notice of a
requirement to wear masks and renewed restrictions on the numbers of people congregating inside
venues. Just when I thought we might be able to
revive our toy and hobby fair in June, and be back to
some form of normality, we have instead a
requirement to comply with renewed Covid-19
precautions. However ………. we remain hopeful of
a resumption in June; please contact our CoOrdinator or the Secretary for an update if the
situation seems to have eased in the interim.
On a better note, we have been able to hold our club
meetings, and our annual slot car challenge went
ahead at a new venue, the ‘Slot Shop’ at Arncliffe.
Lance Proctor shared first place with Graeme Young
(pictured is Graeme receiving the shield at our
following meeting).
We have had exceptionally good displays at our
Wednesday evening monthly themed meetings.
Lance is to be joined by Steve Maher, our VicePresident, in shifting home to the northwest, to
Muswellbrook. Our thanks, Steve, for your many
years of assistance, and especially your motoring connections. You arranged many interesting
speakers for our meetings over the years. As a legacy, I have noticed a white P76 residing nearby at
Gladesville; is there a sinister connection? Muswellbrook is a very nice town, but the weather there
variously can be very hot and very cold. I spent many weeks once upon a time at the power station
there, installing instrumentation. At first my employer flew me there and back, but I found that it
was just as quick to drive, with the added bonus of no ear pain on descent and having a full set of
tools in the car.
I have visited ‘Sherriff’s’ at Marayong and ‘Model Cars Too’ in Clarence Street in Sydney recently,
and both Geoff and Mark would love to see you, if only to have a chinwag, but a purchase from
their extensive stocks would be appreciated too. Mark Griffin generously sponsors our ‘Show and
Tell’ competition. We have witnessed so many toy/model/hobby shops close their doors, and the
remaining few deserve our support. Incidentally, Tim Tulk also has a few cabinets of toys at the
Kogarah Antique Centre, which I also visited recently.
I have exercised my Captain’s Pick of the display theme at our annual general meeting in August in
favour of …….. ‘The Wonderful World of Tin Tin’. This was the subject of our remote display last
year during the height of the pandemic, and it attracted much interest, and it is well worth another
run in Mk. 2 (live) format. I know that a few of our members maintain collections of tinplate toys,
at least as a sideline to their primary collecting interests, and I eagerly await the results of your
initiative and imaginations.
Trusting this missive finds you all well.
Yours in collecting,
Dennis Mitchell
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OUR 24 MINUTES OF LE MANS
A report from PH Cheah ……………
UR ANNUAL SLOT CAR racing championship was held at the ‘Slot Shop' at 293 Princes Highway at
Arncliffe. This was a new venue for us, and what a difference was the experience compared to last
year. Eddie, the manager and owner, could not have been more helpful, and assisted during races whenever
a car seemed reluctant to proceed. He also explained the mechanics of the track we used, which incorporated
magnets to help to hold the car on the track.

O

We had a very good attendance this time around with Dennis Mitchell, PH Cheah, Paul Heeks, Graeme
Young, Furio Micheli, Lance Procter, David Brown, Lester Gough, Gary Mitchell, Glen Smallwood, Steve
Maher, Robin Aston and Ramon (Robin's dad-in-law). This is a dinner meeting, and Graeme provided
coleslaw and pasta salad, on plastic plates with cutlery, and the hot food was from KFC across the road from
'Slot Shop'. Soft drinks were from the shop's refrigerator.
After a few practice rounds, the race began in earnest as competitors exercised their thumbs on the control
sticks to get the tiny cars to race across the track. Numerous bends meant many cars went off course, but
with well-placed marshalls ensuring the right colour cars were placed onto the correct track, the race
proceeded smoothly enough. On the occasion a particular car wasn't operating properly, Eddie came to the
rescue of the beleaguered driver. It was reasonably exciting, and attempting to take pictures was a bit of a
nightmare as the little cars flashed by so quickly that most images were blurry.
In the end, there had to be a winner. Only this time ……… there were two first placed drivers, a tie between
Lance Procter and Graeme Young. In second place was Gary Smallwood and third was Steve Maher. Robin
was fifth, then Lester, Furio, Ramon, David, Glan, Paul and Michael.
All in all, this was a great evening for the club. Everyone enjoyed themselves and I'm sure all are looking
forward to next year's challenge. Let's hope we are able to return to the same venue.
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‘WHAT ELSE DO YOU COLLECT?’
‘WHAT MODELS DID YOU ACQUIRE THIS YEAR?’
OUR DECEMBER 2020 THEMED DISPLAYS

A

FOCUS ON THE collecting interests of members other than toy and model motor vehicles has been the theme
for our December displays for five years, but your Editor previously has suggested that perhaps it has run its
course. A diverse and very interesting array of interests has emerged, but probably members already have displayed a
sufficiently representative sample of their collections, and of course other members are interested only in motor vehicles
and related material. This year we expanded the ambit of displays to include toy and model vehicles items acquired
during the previous year. The displays justified the change in approach.
Once upon a time there was a little chap named Dennis, and under the Christmas tree when he was aged four or five
years was …….. a Tinker Tim toy double decker bus. It was made of plywood and replicated a post- war Sydney bus in
cream/green with a brown roof. It must not have been too expensive, as his parents were not wealthy; his mum was a
housewife and his dad rode a pushbike to work at Essantee Switchgear Pty. Limited at South Granville as he did not
own a car. The bus was well played with; Dennis remembers sitting on it and being pushed along, and then when a
little older tying a string to it and pulling it along. He cannot remember its fate, but thinks it finally collapsed and was
thrown out. This was unusual, as he still has nearly all his childhood toys, so he really wanted to replace it. So …..
imagine his delight when he saw a similar bus for auction at ‘Planes Trains & Automobiles’ at Katoomba. It was the
pre-war version in cream and red, with a brown roof, but basically was the same toy. Dennis knew he could use it as a
pattern to re-make his childhood bus, so he was determined to acquire this one. Unfortunately, there was another bidder
who was almost as equally as determined, so Dennis paid too much for it. It was hand-delivered to his home, which
was much appreciated. So that is how the first place in our ‘Show and Tell’ competition came to be awarded to Dennis
Mitchell, who presented his newly-acquired toy and a similar model in cream/green which he made himself, re-creating
that toy from under the Christmas tree long ago.
‘Tinker Tim Toys’ was a range of simple wooden
toys manufactured by the Sydney-based firm Binns
and Perryman during the 1940s and 1950s. A
newspaper photograph of the firm’s stand at the
Australian Toy Fair in 1954 showed this distinctive
double-decker bus, which was a centrepiece of the
firm’s display at the fair. Other items in the display
included a tram, dolls houses and rockers. The
proprietor, Bill Binns, owned seven sports goods shops
in Sydney during the 1930s, but after the outbreak of
the war, a shortage of stock caused his business to fail.
Instead he transitioned to toy manufacturing, and in
1941 the retailer David Jones Limited advertised
‘Tinker Tim’ pull-along toys. Binns and Perryman
occupied 760 Military Road in Mosman on Sydney’s
lower North Shore. A writer in the trade magazine
‘The Retailer’ noted in 1954 that after 20 years in the
general woodcraft manufacturing field, the firm had
become widely known as a
producer of quality wooden
A plywood and tinplate (mudguards) double-decker
pull-along toys, dolls houses,
bus 47½ cms in length (about 1/24 scale) produced
garages, children’s furniture
by ‘Tinker Tim Toys’ c. 1940s. It has an accurate
and similar material.
MO1949 (motor omnibus) number plate. Route 415
Dennis decided to build
a replica of the cream/green
ran between Campsie and Chiswick via Strathfield.
toy bus toy from that
Christmas long ago.
He
It was illustrated in an advertisement for the Sydney
located a photograph in
‘Australian Toys’ in the
retailer Anthony Hordern’s in November 1941.
club’s library, and
employed
some
poetic
licence, and made many trips to Bunnings to acquire material from which he made the parts; timber, nails, craft board,
glue, a hole saw and a jigsaw and finally paint. Rob Bender helped with advice about the correct colour scheme, which
is correct for the era. Dennis improved on the original, on which the window cut-outs were very rough, and being a
perfectionist he had to have them all straight and square, but apart from that the model he made is as exact as possible to
the picture of his boyhood toy.
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For the rear, which was not shown in the picture in
‘Australian Toys’, he used a real period bus combined
with the sample, to achieve what probably it looked like.
The construction was not without problems; some of the
more difficult tasks were to make the block of wood for
the motor, as he has only a tenon saw; for the wheels he
needed the waste part from the hole saw; achieving fine
lines between the different paint colours was a challenge;
and of course acquisition of the correct colour paint.
Because plywood breaks and leaves jagged edges, he
used a compressed woodchip board not unlike masonite,
coat hanger wire for the headlights bar with staples to
hold it on and various sized nails. It was finished in
November, and was made over the course of several
weeks, because both Linda and their son are working
from home, so often Dennis could not make loud noises,
such as when using the jig saw, but he reckons it was
well worth the effort.
The second-placed display was provided by Ken
Mathieson, and comprised an extensive array of
accessories, mostly suitcases and handbags featuring
various styles, including fabric sets, automotive brands,
leather portfolios and designer brands. These were
intended to complement motor vehicles and train layouts in diorama displays. They are hand cast, hand painted and
very detailed, from several makers, in scales ranging from 1/18 to 1/43.

This very attractive model of the 1957 Lincoln Premier
released by Danbury Mint in 1/24 scale contains
accessorised luggage in the boot compartment
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The four models pictured on this page are from the third-placed display provided by Paul Heeks.
2013 Jaguar F-Type Project 7
The F-Type Project 7 is a collectors’ edition sports
car, with a limited run of only 250 cars. It is the
fastest and most powerful Jaguar made, capable of
reaching 100 kph in just 3.8 seconds and achieving
a top speed of 298 kph. The name of the project
was derived from the seven times Jaguar has won
the 24-hour race at Le Mans. Three of those were
with the iconic 1950s D-Type Racer, and the brief
given to the project designers was to conceive a
modern-day D-Type.

1952 Jaguar XK120 SE PinniFarina Coupe released
in 1/43 scale by Matrix in The Netherrlands
Often dubbed the rarest Jaguar, and dubbed the ‘Flying
Jaguar Coupe’, with unique bodywork by famed
coachbuilder Pinnifarina – hence the Italian influences and a 3.4-litre DOHC straight-six-cylinder engine, the
car was delivered new to Max Hoffman in 1954, an
Austrian-born, New York-based importer of exotic
cars. The car later made its public debut at the Geneva
Motor Show in 1955, and again later in the year at the
Autocar Show. Hoffman’s motive for commissioning
this one-off car is unknown, but it often is claimed that
he intended to use the rebodied XK120 to lure customers into his showroom and tempt them to trade up from standard
cars to more luxurious – and more profitable – coach-built exotic cars. This was almost the last project undertaken by
Farina, which was closed in 1953. The car did not appear in Britain until a restored version at Goodwood in 2018.
1958 Jaguar XK150 Ghia Aigle Coupe made in 1/43
scale by the Italian model maker Kess
Carrosserie Ghia Aigle S.A was established in 1948 at
Aigle in Switzerland, a subsidiary of Carrozzeria Ghia
in Italy, and was closed in 1988. It was an automobile
design and manufacturing company. The designer
Pietro Frua penned new lines for an XK150, resulting
in a handful of bespoke cars. This is one of them,
made for the original Swiss owner, and looks very
much like a Maserati or Lamborghini, especially at the
front fenders and roofline, from the same era. Jaguar
supplied the chassis and drivetrain through its Swiss
distributor Emile Frey. Frua selected a 3.4-litre S
engine and a left-hand drive chassis, which was at the top pf the XK range in 1958, the 3.9-litre six cylinder engine not
becoming available until the following year. The S-specification engine produced 250 bhp and was paired with a 4speed plus overdrive transmission. Two and perhaps three tw0-door coupes were made, with one in right-hand drive.
1955 Jaguar XK140 Ghia Coupe released
in 1/43 scale by Matrix in The Netherlands
Using an XK140 chassis and a 210 hp MC
engine with a C-Type head, Ghia built a very
stunning aluminium bodied coupe. It has
strong Maserati and Ferrari design elements
along with the obligatory mid-1950s tailfins.
Like most concepts, it was a limited
production car, with three known examples
built. This car is believed to be the last of
the three and originally was owned by the
Mexican actor Ricardo Montalban.
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The 1967 Chevrolet Impala Sport Sedan was
diecast in 1/24 scale by Greenlight Collectibles in
the U.S.A. and painted by John Rusell with the
decals applied by Paul Heeks
The Chevrolet Impala pictured is a model of the car that Paul Heeks helped to crew for two iterations of the hard but
fun-filled ‘Variety Club Bash’ across Australia in 1998-1999. The car had heavily modified suspension, brakes and air
cleaner elements, which were changed almost daily. The centre console was removed and replaced with a heavy-duty
large capacity refrigerated esky. The car was owned and prepared by John Cruickshank and the primary sponsor of the
events was the Lions Club of Cronulla. Other sponsors were Peakhurst Inn, Caltex (fuel card) Parke-Davis and Enware
& Pace Cranes. The car was presented as a San Francisco Police Cruiser (Car 54), and we were required to be in police
uniform, and to issue ‘fines’ during the whole event. Support vehicles were a mobile service van for breakdowns, tows
and DNF, a Ford Explorer for officials and scrutineers and a Bell JetRanger helicopter for medical assistance and
evacuation. All the participating cars had to be built prior to 1974 and no 4-wheel drive cars were allowed.
All funds raised went to the ‘Variety Club Children’s Appeal’, and then to various nominated children’s charities. The
entry fee was $7,000 per car, and sponsorships and donations were raised by the crews of each car. In our case we
usually averaged a donation from our Cronulla Lions Club of about $35,000 each year.
The 1998 Bondi to Billygoat Hill (Alice Springs) Bash
This was a 10 day trip with about 80 participant cars. The route was from The Esplanade, in Bondi Beach via Dubbo,
Louth, Bourke, Hungerford, Thargomindah, Cunnamulla, Charleville, Blackall, Longreach, Winton, Boulia, Plenty
Highway and Atitjere and finished at Billy Goat Hill in Alice Springs. The distance covered was about 4,200 kms.
The 1999 Brickpit (Homebush) to Broome Bash
This trip took 14 days and about 110 cars were entered. The route was from The Brickpit at Homebush Bay, via
Trangie, Nyngan, Cobar, Wilcannia, Silverton, Wilpena Pound, Woomera, Coober Pedy, Finke, the old Ghan track
(from which the sleepers have been removed), Alice Springs, Rabbit Flat, Tanami Desert Track, Wolfe Creek Crater,
Halls Creek, Fitzroy Crossing and Gibb River Road, finishing at Cable Beach in Broome, over about 5,800 kms.
Paul (second from right) and his fellow crew
members at Dagworth Station (established
in 1873) north-west of Winton in central
west Queensland during the 1998 bash. In
1895 ‘Banjo’ Paterson wrote the lyrics to
‘Waltzing Matilda’ here.
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Graeme Young’s interest in aviation
was reflected in an extensive display of
books and airline memorabilia,
including many postcards produced and
distributed by the airlines. These no
longer are provided, probably due to a
desire to trim costs.
Pictured above are [left] an
Australian Airlines timetable dated
20 August 1986 and [right] an
Ansett-ANA Information and Route
Maps brochure.
‘The Aeroplane Pictorial Review’
published in 1958 by Temple Press
in London provided a review of
developments in civil and military
aviation during the year.
Green, W. and Pollinger, G,
‘The World’s Fighting Planes’
(1959), Macdonald: London.
Like many other boys born during
the 1940s, Graeme dreamt of
becoming a pilot, but he settled for
driving a car, a much cheaper mode
of transport. When a young boy,
his father sometimes left him alone
at Kingsford Smith airport for
several hours at a time, allowing
him to explore the terminals and
maintenance hangers. He loved
those days and the freedom offered
to a young boy. His first flight was
in 1959, with a school excursion, in
a Douglas DC4 to Canberra. This
was a one day adventure like no
other, taking off early, sightseeing all day and flying home that evening. He recalls that the trip cost £10. The books
displayed above are from Graeme’s boyhood collection, and he treasures them even after more than 60 years. He used
to write to airlines and aircraft manufacturers requesting information about their fleets, and retains many of their replies.
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Duesenberg Model SJ Special driven
by David Abbott ‘Ab’ Jenkins (18831956) in land speed record attempts on
the salt flats at Bonneville in the
U.S.A. in 1935-1937 modelled by
Kess in 1/43 scale.
Jenkins guaranteed sponsors that he
would break established speed
records, and in October 1935 he set a
one-hour average record speed of 154
mph (248 kmh). In search of higher
speeds, Jenkins replaced the Duesenberg engine with a V12 Curtiss Conqueror aircraft engine. High performance
parts developed for the Special, particularly the ‘ram's horn’ twin-carburetor inlet manifold, later were used on
supercharged SJs. The modified car was the subject of a contest to name it, sponsored by the ‘Deseret News’. On 1
August 1936, the winning name ‘Mormon Meteor’ was announced. With Louis Myer, in 1937 Jenkins drove the
car over 24 hours at an average speed of 157 mph (253 kmh).
Peugeot 203C raced at Le Mans in 1952
(retired due to a collision after 15 hours) by
Alexis Constantin and Jacques Poch released
by Spark in 1/43 scale.

Pictured on this page is a selection of models
from the display provided by Robin Aston
which he acquired during the previous year.

The Mercedes Benz SSKL Roadster
driven by Rudolf Caracciola (1901-1959)
and Wilhelm Sebastian (1903-1978) which
was placed first in the Mille Miglia (1,000
miles) race in 1931 was modelled by Rio
in 1/43 scale.
They averaged 101 kmh over the BresciaRome route. They were the first nonItalian (German) drivers to win the race.
Caracciola won the European Drivers'
Championship, the pre-1950 equivalent of
the modern Formula One World Championship, an unsurpassed three times. He was known by the title
‘Regenmeister’ (‘Rainmaster’), for his prowess in wet conditions.
1950 Allard K1 (#67 of 600) released by Kenna
Models in 1/43 scale.
Allard Motor Company was a London-based
low-volume car manufacturer that produced
about 1,900 cars between 1945-1958. The
Allard cars featured large American V8 engines
in a light British chassis and body, giving a high
power-to-weight ratio which foreshadowed the
Sunbeam Tiger and AC Cobra of the early1960s. The first Allards were built to compete
in timed rally-like events on terrain almost
impassable to wheeled vehicles. The K-series cars were 2 and 3-seater tourers and roadsters intended for road use
rather than racing. They were powered by an 85 hp 3,622 cc sidevalve V8 engine with a single carburettor and
usually 6:1 compression, driving a three-speed transmission and low-geared rear end for superior acceleration. The
K1 was built between 1946-1948 on a 106” wheelbase and was powered by a 95 hp tuned version of the engine with
7:1 compression which reached 90 mph (145 kmh). Only 151 units were built.
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This 1977 Pontiac Firebird T/A modelled by Max
in 1/18 scale was displayed by Russell Wright
The Pontiac Firebird was made by a division of General
Motors from 1967 to 2002. It was designed to compete
with the Ford Mustang and the Mercury Cougar, and
was introduced simultaneously with the Camaro,
sharing the same build platform. The main differences
from the Camaro were the front clip and engine options.
Both cars were built on the General Motors secondgeneration ‘F’ platform. The ‘T’ top was much more
common on the Firebird.
1979 Chevrolet Camaro Z28 modelled by
Greenlight in 1/18 scale also displayed by
Russell Wright
The second-generation Chevrolet Camaro was a
‘pony’ car produced between 1970-1981. The Z28
was the sports pack model and came with a 350 cu
in V8 engine. The ‘T’ top or removable glass roof
panels were options that were selected only rarely
by buyers. The hood included a rear-facing raised
scoop (air induction) with a solenoid-operated flap
which opened when the car was at full throttle,
allowing a flow of cool air to reach the engine.

These models of an Esso souvenir money box, Michelin
Man and the Mobil Oil logo Pegasus were made in resin by John Russell. Michelin Man, or Bibendum as it formally is
known, first was drawn in 1898 by the poster artist Marius Rossillon. It was adopted by the tyre manufacturer as a
mascot and logo. Pegasus was a mythical divine winged horse, foaled by the gorgon Medusa when the Greek hero
Perseus killed her. With the help of the gods Athena and Poseidon, Pegasus was caught by Bellerophon, who rode the
horse when defeating the monstrous Chimera and in many other exploits. Bellerophon fell from the horse while trying
to reach the home of the gods on Mount Olympus, and Zeus transformed Pegasus into the eponymous constellation.
The car trailer and carrier were #984 in Dinky’s SuperToys catalogue, and were re-painted by John. Decals have not
yet been attached.
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Former airline steward PH Cheah collects airline memorabilia,
and included in his display were packs of playing cards, from
among others Malaysian Airline System, Qantas, BOAC, PanAmerican World Airways, Cathay Pacific and Northwest Airlines.
Many airlines often gave these away, but such giveaways no
longer are available on most airlines. Two sets from QANTAS are
a little unusual; a set of round-shaped cards and a set that is plasticcoated. Perhaps the QANTAS people just wanted to be different
in the 1970s. Malaysia Airline System (‘MAS’) gave away some
rather nice things to passengers paying the first class fare, and
these included a rather nice pewter drink coaster embossed with
the Kelantan kite symbol. Another was a small hand-crafted
polished brass vase. MAS crockery from the first class section
during the 1970s also was displayed. Made by Noritake in Japan,
these are beautifully finished pieces of china. PH was unable to say whether the meals tasted better on such impressive
chinaware, but at the time, the food offered by MAS to the first
class passengers was very good. He should know; he served in
that section of the cabin during his last four years with the airline.
A feature of the display was a Malaysia-Singapore Airlines
(‘MSA’) souvenir pewter ‘keris’, a Malay knife used as a weapon
probably from the 15th century. Its blade has the characteristic
‘waves’ of this classic weapon. This was another ‘give-away’ to
first class passengers. MSA was a cooperative venture between
Malaysia and Singapore. However, the airline’s owners - the
governments of both countries - seemed to have different ideas on
to where it should expand; the Singapore side wanted to expand
international travel while the Malaysian side wanted to extend its
domestic routes. So in 1972 the two companies separated and
Singapore Airlines (‘SIA’) was created, while the Malaysian
Airline System (‘MAS’) began operations in October 1972. SIA remains a very successful airline, with a well deserved
reputation for good service and an excellent management team. MAS was quite a good carrier in its early iteration,
although some early stumbles were inevitable with an all-new operation, but the airline grew quickly, thanks to hardworking staff from the baggage handlers to the pilots and cabin crew. Unfortunately, the company’s management
proved to be incompetent and corrupt and MAS lost millions, and as the losses mounted, the company seemed ripe for a
total collapse. The Covid-19 crisis accelerated the company’s misfortunes, and it seems MAS will not emerge intact.

A souvenir Malay keris
with a model of the MSA Boeing 707
PH worked for 13 years as a flight attendant on
board various aircraft, from the Fokker F27 to the
Boeing 737, Boeing 707, McDonnell Douglas DC10, the Airbus A 300 and the Boeing 747. They
were good years, he recalls, and as he progressed
in rank to Chief Steward, his last four years with
the airline were the best. Working as a ‘chief’ at
the pointy end of the B747 did not seem like work
at all, thanks to a highly competent team with
whom he had the pleasure of working.
Giveaways from MAS included telephone address
books; remember them? Today, with all such
information contained within our smart phones,
these seem an anachronism of a long forgotten time and yet, what happens when you lose all the data in your phone?
At QANTAS, some items were given to staff members for one reason or another. The squishy aircraft models were
given to remind staff of the importance of safety. In 2004 QANTAS published a book titled ‘Qantas Flightpaths’, and a
copy was given to staff members. A tie pin was something that had to be earned; it was awarded only to crew members
who had completed 15 years. The one awarded to PH was displayed.
What did PH acquire in the previous year? He displayed five models of cars acquired on eBay or Ali Express. Four
were of cars manufactured and sold only in Latin America; the other was the British-made Aston Martin DB6.
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The unusual looking Lutteral Comahue SST Coupe and was based on the IKA (Industrias Kaiser Argentina) Torino,
the chassis of which was based on the AMC Rambler blended with a Jeep Tornado engine. It was styled by
Pinninfarina, its design ordered by Juan Manuel Fangio. It represented perhaps the first effort to build a proper
Argentinian car. People took the Torino onto the racing track, but in an effort to cleave the wind more efficiently, a
large, curved fibreglass extension was added to the rear, effectively making the car a fastback. There was a competitor
named ‘Larry’ who was the first non-works driver to win the TC Racing Series, and his aero package was by Lutteral
Competition’s racing development. Lutteral was one of the biggest Torino dealers, owned by a fellow named Juan
Carlos Lutteral. His firm offered the design to well-heeled customers and provided many options, including Tacalemit
fuel injection that provided a 230 km/h top speed, which was very quick for that time. Buyers could choose from
Holley or Weber carburettors with engines in various stages of tune. The six-cylinder engine was from the Jeep
Tornado. Even interiors could be ordered specially, from digital instrumentation to a whisky bar. In some ways,
Lutteral Comahue was the AMG, Alpina or Shelby of the day.
This 1/43 scale Lutteral Comahue SST
model was made in China, possibly in 2018
and is a part-works series offered in Latin
American countries. When PH first saw the
model, he wasn’t sure if it was real, so unusual
is the design. The body is painted red and
there are black accents around the car with
prominent black bumpers and an all-black
grille. Although based on the IKA Torino, the
Comahue SST bears little resemblance to its
donor car, so successful is the transformation.
The interior is in red and some interior
detailing can be seen.
The windscreen
surrounds are picked out in silver as are the
side window frames. The wheels reflect the
pattern seen in some photographs. It even has
Argentine number plates.
The Aston Martin DB6 was powered by a twin-cam straight six with a 210 kW engine with 378 Nm of torque. The car
is identified by its rear lip spoiler, usually referred to as a Kammback tail. The spoiler was incorporated to counteract
the lift sustained by the DB5 at high speeds, a result of its fastback design.
This model of the 1966 Aston Martin DB6
was made by Dinky Toys in 1/43 scale and
was advertised on a British vendor’s
website.
Bidding opened at a rather
reasonable 19 pounds, and PH placed a bid
at that price, expecting many competing
bids, and nearly forgot about it. His bid
won and he was rather surprised nobody
else had bid. With postage the total cost
was just £25. He had been looking for a
model of the DB6 for some years, as he
already had models of the DB4, DB5 and
DB7. It has a metallic silver finish and a
red interior. The doors, boot and bonnet
open, the front wheels ‘steer’ and its wire
wheels look reasonably authentic. As a model manufactured in the mid-1960s, the model does capture the DB6’s style,
with the Kammback tail setting this apart from the DB5. It has separate instead of moulded chrome bumpers and grille;
and it even has number plates.
When Ford in the U.S.A. launched its first compact car, the Falcon in 1961, the parent company could not have
imagined that Australia and Argentina would take the car and make it their own. But there's a big difference between
the Australian interpretations of the Falcon and those of the Argentine designers. While the Aussie Falcon morphed
from the original American design to a car that was almost completely Australian in design, engineering and
sophistication, the Argentines took a different route.
From 1962 until the Falcon nameplate was retired in 1991, the Argentines remained faithful to the original design,
keeping the car's original architecture and engineering with subtle and not-too-subtle alterations to the body and
creating a cult icon. The local Argentine car market was very heavily protected, so manufacturers did not invest vast
sums on modernising their products, hence allowing this car to remain largely untouched for 30 years. However, it was
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re-engineered to cope with poor Argentine roads, and the first year production comprised mostly American Falcons
locally assembled with a small share of local components.
The model range included the Sprint, Futura, Rural and Ranchero versions, and it was one of the best sellers in the
country. The original plan was to manufacture it for four years, but it was continued until the final model was produced
in 1982. It first was launched with a two-litre in-line six cylinder engine which was increased to 3.6 litres. A 2.3-litre
diesel engine also was offered, and in 1982 the 2.3-litre 4-cylinder ‘Pinto’ engine was added in an effort to reduce fuel
consumption. However, the 'four' proved thirstier than the 'six' and mostly was sold with a manual gearbox.
Ford sold 466,790 of the Argentine-versions of the Falcon. Its last gasp to remain contemporary was in 1982, although
it remained available until 1991.
This 1/43 scale 1962 Ford Falcon is one of a
Latin American 'part-works' series, this one
made-in China and delivered in April this year.
It is neatly detailed with separate grille,
bumpers, tail lights and hub caps, all in chrome.
The 'F-O-R-D' lettering is clear on the bonnet,
and the red wheels with the chrome hubcaps are
a neat touch.
This is a smartly finished model and well worth
the asking price of US$14.95 with free postage.

This 1/43 scale 1982 Ford Falcon Ghia is
another from the Latin American 'part-works'
series, made in China in 2014. The same
body architecture remains, but Ford made
many changes. The major structural change
was the squaring of the roof, and there was a
new front end with rectangular headlights,
revised squared-off tail light assemblies and
the front quarter vents were removed. The
new nose was to align the Falcon with the
Taunus/Cortina, Sierra and Escort designs.
As a Ghia, it also has a vinyl roof, alloy road
wheels and even the exterior mirrors are
mounted on the door frames rather than the
doors. While the metallic gold finish does
not have the gloss of the red model, the two
colour tan interior allows for inspection of
the detailed interior. This was delivered in May and cost US $15.99 with free delivery, and was an excellent buy,
especially as it is of a relatively unknown, at least to us in Australia, model of the Falcon.

David Brown provided this display of plastic characters
from the television animated series ‘The Simpsons’ which
was sold in Coles stores during the 1990s
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WHO ALLOWED THESE IDIOTS OUT?

Is there a common denominator here?
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PARKING HOWLERS #1 TO #6
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‘THE WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP’
OUR FEBRUARY 2021 THEMED DISPLAY

T

HE WORLD RALLY CHAMPIONSHIP (WRC) is a rally series organised by the FIA, awarding
titles for the driver, co-driver and manufacturer. The driver’s and manufacturer’s championships are
contested separately but based on the same points system. The series comprises 14 three-day events, driven
in often atrocious conditions from tarmac to dirt, gravel, snow and ice. Each rally usually is split into 15 to
25 special stages, run on closed roads with the drivers racing against the clock.
The WRC was formed from well-known international rallies; most previously were part of the European
Rally Championship of the International Championship for manufacturers. The series began in 1973 with
the competing cars evolving from rear or front-wheel drive cars to today’s 4-wheel-drive machines that have
power outputs near those of Formula One cars.
There are several categories, with the Group A cars replacing the Group B series after several crashes took
the lives of drivers and spectators.
The first car to win the manufacturer’s title was the Alpine-Renault A110. Lancia is the brand with the most
WRC titles, having won 10 with Citroen winning eight. The first driver’s championship was awarded in
1979 when Bjorn Waldergard edged out Finland’s Hannu Mikkola by just one point. Fiat took the
manufacturer’s title in 1977, 1978 and 1980, while Ford’s Escort RS1800 rook the title in 1979, and
unexpectedly the Sunbeam Lotus got Talbot its championship in 1981.
The first place was awarded to Graeme Young for his display of rally entrants, all modelled by Solido in
1/43 scale.
[left] The Alpine Rallye 1600 by Solido #181 was
the winner of the first manufacturers’ WRC in 1973

[right] This BMW 3-litre CLS modelled by Solido
#25 in 1974 was driven by Quester and Hezmans into
11th place (first in class) at Le Mans in 1973 (okay so
not a WRC car but we let it slide)
[left] Lancia Stratos modelled by Solido #27
The car was driven to first place in the World Rally
Championship in 1974, 1975 and 1976 and to first
place in the 1974 Targa Florio.

[right] Another Lancia Stratos modelled by Solido
#73
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[left] Renault 5 Turbo modelled by Solido #1023
Jean Ragnotti won the 1981 Monte Carlo Rally and
the 1985 Tour de Corse Rally in this car

[right] Another Renault 5 Turbo modelled by Solido
Top 43 #1023
[left] Fiat 131 Rallye modelled by Solido #54
The Fiat 131 Abarth was a very successful Group4 rally car, winning the manufacturers World
Rally Championship in 1977, 1978 and 1980, and
between 1976 and 1981 it won 20 WRC events.
This model was driven by Maurizio Verini and
Ninni Russo in the Rallye du Maroc in 1976. The
car was retired with differential problems.

Bruce Cook provided the second-placed display.
[left] The 1982 Citroen CX Safari BBC modified
as a camera car was modelled by Matrix in resin
and released last year

[right] The 2018 Ford Fiesta WRC was raced in the
Arctic Lapland in 2019
[left] 2018 Ford Fiesta WRC #46
The Fiesta was successful from its début, being
placed first in the 2017 Monte Carlo Rally, the first
round in which it was entered, and winning five races
in that first season and another four during 2018.
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[right] The 2018 Peugeot 300 #85 was placed third in
the Dakar Rally in 2019

Robin Aston provided the equal third-placed display.
[left] The 1960 Austin Healey 3000 from the Liege
to Rome Rally was modelled by Sparke #S0812

[right] The 1965 BMC Austin 1800 was raced in the
1970 World Cup Rally and modelled by Corgi
Vanguards #VA08907
[left] The 1963 Lightburn Zeta Runabout raced in
the Ampol Car Trials and was modelled by Micro Car
Models

[right] The 2001 Citroen ZX Rally Raid Winner at
Dakar in 1995 was modelled by Ixo

During his regular daily drive to work, Robin was stopped by a police officer in a patrol
car. The officer wandered over and rapped on the window. “Do you understand why I
pulled you over?” “Because of the …..….. ”, started Robin. ‘HHHHOOONNNKKK’,
from a passing car.
“Because of the ……. ”, Robin tried again.
‘HHHHOOONNNKKK’, from a second passing car. “Because of my ……. ”, our hero
persisted. ‘HHHHOOONNNKKK’, wailed a third passing car. “ ………. my ‘Honk if
you reckon cops are mugs’ bumper sticker?”
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In his equal third-placed display, PH Cheah focussed on the Group ‘B’ cars that have contested the World
Rally Championship.
Henri Toivonen was the Finnish driver who, in his first season for Talbot won the 1980 Lombard-RAC
Rally. He beat established rally ace Hannu Mikkola by four minutes, a win he had not expected. In an
interview with ‘Autosport’ three days before the event, he said, “I don’t think I have done enough events to
win the rally just by driving skill, for instance. If I win, it will be because I have a little bit of luck and some
of the others have trouble. I mean, Hannu Mikkola knows the forest like the back of his hand, so there is no
use trying to beat him. You have to wait for him to have trouble. Then you are in with a chance.” The RAC
win helped him stay with Talbot for the 1981 season, and while the Talbot was RWD, against the newer
4WD competition it was a handicap. The result was a surprise win for the manufacturer’s championship, a
result consistent with team mate Guy Frequelin’s results - second places at Rally Portugal and San Remo
and a fifth place at Monte Carlo.
Toivonen noted that the Talbot Team, run by Des O’Dell, was much smaller than others, with just 15 fulltime personnel, and he had to draft in ‘mercenary’ mechanics to help. Toivonen later drove for Lancia,
which leads us into the realm of the Group B cars.
The Talbot Sunbeam Lotus was Chrysler UK’s idea to take on rival small hatchbacks from Ford, Vauxhall,
British Leyland, Renault, Peugeot and Fiat., but the car was rear-wheel-drive (RWD) as it was based on the
shortened platform of the Hillman Avenger but fitted with the 1-litre Imp alloy engine up front and driving
the rear wheels. It first was launched as a Chrysler, but after Peugeot PSA purchased the remains of Chrysler
UK and France, the old Talbot name was resurrected.
A high-performance version was needed, so Lotus came to the party and installed a 2-litre 112kw/5750 rpm
twin-cam engine. Of course, the body was modified too, with added aero aids, bigger wheels and some
suspension tuning. The resulting hot hatch gave Talbot a tiny car with the power and handling to take on the
establishment, and of course, it had to go rallying, so O’Dell managed to coax 186 kW from the twin-cam
engine. Despite a rear-driven platform, Henri Toivonen even managed to beat some 4WD competitors’
times in some stages.
This model of the Talbot Sunbeam Lotus
was released in 1/43 scale by IXO. Made in
China during the 1990s, the model has the
colours and the decals of its sponsors. The
main body is white with a blue contrasting
strip along the flanks. The model has
‘Minilite’ magnesium wheels that look great
on the car. The interior reveals red rally
harnesses, a fire extinguisher and a rollcage. Even the instruments are well picked
out. This is the Toivonnen / Gallagher car
that competed at Monte Carlo.

Toivonnen ended up as Lancia’s ‘works’ driver, not long after leaving Talbot, and as the Group B cars
emerged, he was well-placed to take advantage of the respect he had earned.
The Lancia Delta S4 was one of the Group B cars that competed in this series, in which high-powered 4WD
cars raced through forest tracks at speeds suicidal to most of us. There were few restrictions on technology
and design with just a requirement of making 200 cars for homologation. These cars were as light as
possible and high-tech materials were permitted and there was no restriction on boost.
The cars started out in 1981 with 250 bhp (187kW) engines, and by 1986, the engines were pumping out
more than 500 bhp (373kW). In other words, power output doubled in five years!
It’s said that Toivonen’s Delta S4 was capable of shooting from rest to 100km/h in 2.4 seconds ….. on dirt
surfaces! It was a very popular series, with increased spectator numbers, but exceedingly quick cars on loose
surfaces could have serious consequences. The Delta S4 was, like the Peugeot 205, a silhouette car, in that
its body looked like a road-going Delta, but it shared nothing with the production car. The body was a
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carbon-fibre composite built around a tubular space frame. Its 1.8-litre engine, as both supercharged and
turbo-charged, apparently was intended to reduce lag.
The mid-mounted engine made 483 bhp (360kW) but could also produce 500 bhp (373kW) with additional
boost. Lancia engineers tested the engines to the extreme to produce 1000 bhp (746kW) at 5 bar boost
pressure. Weighing just 890 kgs, the Delta was extremely quick and was said to be a handful in corners.
The Lancia Delta S4 was modelled in
1/43 scale in China for a Rally Part
Works series in the 1990s. This model is
of the 1985 RAC Rally car, driven by
Henri Toivonen and Neil Wilson. It is
nicely made and has the blue and red
stripes of chief sponsor ‘Martini’ on a
white body. The logos of other sponsors
are evident around the car’s body. The
large wheels are silver painted and they
look the part, with multiple holes around
the rims. The aerodynamic aids help give
the car a very determined look, but she’s
no beauty.
In an effort to help provide some glamour to the remains of British Leyland, the MG Metro 6R4 was
developed to compete in the Group B Series. The car was based on the MG Metro, itself a development of
the Austin Metro that was released a few years earlier. The rally car was co-developed by the Williams F-1
team, and unlike the other Group B cars, had a naturally aspirated V6 engine sitting over the rear wheels.
The 6R4’s 6-cylinder rear engine and 4WD started out as the ex-Buick 3.5 litre V8, but two of its cylinders
were lopped off. It was vastly modified for competition with a quad-overhead cam V6 making 410 bhp
(306kW). The body was mounted to a space-frame chassis, with the final engine sharing nothing in common
with the Rover V8 that spawned it. Instead, parts from the Cosworth DFV (double four-valve) were used,
and some 200 cars were made for homologation purposes. Its first outing was in the 1985 Lombard RAC
Rally where, with Tony Pond driving, the Metro finished third. The first two places were taken by the
Lancia Delta S4.
The MG Metro R6-4 was modelled in a
‘part-works’ series covering rally cars.
Made in China, it was released in the
1990s and was a somewhat unusual
choice for the model manufacturer, as the
Metro R6-4 hardly set the world of
rallying on fire. The model looks good in
the blue and white livery with sponsor
logos plastered around the car. It’s a wild
looking car with aerodynamic aids and
widened wheel arches all successfully
disguising what used to be an Austin
Metro. This model is of the Tony Pond /
Rob Arthur 1985 Lombard RAC Rally car
that was placed third behind two Lancias.
The Peugeot 205 T16 was based on the road-going 2-door 205 hatch with suitable alterations for Group B
rallying. Its mid-engine sat over the rear wheels with drive to all four wheels. The engine was based on the
iron block of the diesel version of the new XU family of engines, albeit with 16-valve heads. The gearbox
was from the Citroen SM mounted transversely. The body was built by Heuliez, which modified the
standard body shell by cutting off the complete rear and welded in a transverse firewall between the B-posts.
The rear was formed from a mixture of sheet steel profiles and tubes. The front end was modified similarly
with a tube from carrying the front suspension. The complete bodies were delivered to Simca-Talbot to
produce the 200 required for homologation.
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The little Pug had an engine that pumped out 350 bhp and was extremely quick in most special stages. Its
small size, light weight (just 890 kgs), 4WD and agile nature saw Peugeot win many of the Group B events
in which competed in the hands of Ari Vatanen and Timo Salonen. The Pug won 13 rallies during the 1984
to 1986 season. The Peugeot’s success caused Audi to re-think (and re-design) its larger and heavier Quattro
by shortening and lightening it, and also adding much aerodynamic addenda, and still making the Pug one of
the better looking Group B cars..
This 1/43 scale diecast model of the Peugeot
205 T16 Turbo was included in a 1990s ‘partworks’ series of rally cars made in China. The
model depicts the car that took part in the 1986
1000 Lakes Rally,driven by Timo Salonen and
Seppo Harjanne. It’s a very attractive model,
nicely finished in white, relieved by flashes of
red, yellow and blue with sponsors’ markings
taking up but not dominating the look of the
car. The wheels are in white and well
replicated and the aerodynamic addenda on the
front and roof are all well done.
Audi set the rally world light when it began to campaign the Quattro in the World Rally Championship with
drivers like Michelle Mouton, the first female driver to win a World Rally Championship. But, when
Peugeot showed that its lightweight 205 T16 could easily win events, a redesign was needed and the result
was the shorter and lighter Audi Quattro Sport S2. The car featured carbon kevlar body parts with a 2.1
litre 5-cylinder 413 bhp (353kW) engine with a turbo charger that had a recirculating air system to keep the
unit spinning at high rpm when the driver closed the throttle either to back off during cornering or gear
changing to allow the engine to resume power immediately.
In addition, aggressive aerodynamic aids were added with distinctive wings front and rear to increase downforce. Its 1,090 kg body was lighter and it was able to get from rest to 100km/h in just 3.1 seconds. Some
cars were fitted with ‘power-shift’ gearboxes, the fore-runner to the DSG transmissions commonly used
today, especially in VW Group cars. The car won the Rally San Remo in 1985 driven by Walter Rohrl and
Christian Gelstdorfer. The car debuted in the 1985 Rally Argentina driven by Stig Blomqvist.
This 1/43 scale diecast model was made in
China as part of a Rally Car ‘part-works’ series
during the early 1990s. The Audi Quattro
Sport E2 shown was the 1985 Rally San Remo
car driven by Walter Rohrl and Christian
Gelstdorfer. This is a stubby looking car,
hardly good-looking, especially as much of the
original Quattro’s rear has been cut and a
shorter stubby rear-end grafted on.
It’s basically a white car with some yellow
added, and Audi’s corporate colours splashed
around, and there’s the inevitable sponsors’ logos stuck around the model. The white wheels are nicely
done and the huge body kits, spoilers and wings may help down-force but do not exactly add to the looks.
Still, it’s doubtful if Audi wanted its car to win a fashion contest.
With the launch of the Ford Escort Mark III, Ford realised that its front driven layout would make it
uncompetitive in rallying, so a purpose-designed rear-wheel-drive Escort called the 1700T was developed.
But when Audi showed how unbeatable a 4WD rally car was, production of the RS1700T was cancelled.
Ford had to design a purpose-built weapon in Group B, so with Formula 1 engineers such as Tony Southgate
and Ford’s own John Wheeler heading the project, the Ford RS 200 took shape. Because it was designed by
Ghia and Ford’s own designers at its Dunton studio, the RS 200 actually looked good. It also was developed
to meet mandated crash safety regulations to allow the RS 200 to meet legal requirements for road use. In
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order to aid weight distribution, its transmission was mounted in front which required power to go from the
rear to the front and back again resulting in a complex set up.
Some Ford parts – Sierra windscreen, doors and tail lights – were employed to provide a Ford ‘family’ look.
The suspension, and double wishbones with twin dampers on all wheels, helped give the RS200 a handling
balance regarded as the best of the Group B cars. Its 1.8 litre mid-mounted Ford Cosworth BDT (belt-driven
turbo) pumped out 250 bhp (186 kW) but easily made 350 to 450 bhp (261 kW and 336 kW) in race trim.
Some made over 700 bhp (522 kW) for rally-cross events.
This model is another from the 1/43 scale
diecast Rally Part-Works series made in the
1990s in China ..... where else? This
example is the 1986 Sweden Rally car of
Kalle Grundel and Benny Melander that
was placed third.
The Ford RS 200 was unique among the
Group ‘B’ cars in that it was designed from
the outset to be a rally weapon for Ford’s
participation in the series. So it doesn’t
have the ‘cut-and-shut’ look of the Audi,
Metro or Lancia, benefitting from the
expertise at Ghia and Ford’s own designers
in Dunton. The model is white with Ford’s corporate colour contrasting blue streaks just ahead of the rear
wheels. All its aero aids look like they belonged to the car, and the use of white wheels add to the look.
Of course, the sponsors’ brand names are strategically placed around the petite two-seater. The model
has that ‘one-piece’ look that’s a part of the RS 200’s appearance.
As the Group B seasons continued with cars that may have had too much power, something had to give.
Spanish champion Jaoquim Santos lost control of his RS 200 when he crested a rise, turned right to avoid
spectators - spectator control in most rallies tend to be almost non-existent - lost control and slid down the
hill, killing three and injuring 31 people. All five Group ‘B’ competitors immediately withdrew from the
event.
Then in early May 1986, pace setter Henri Toivonen and Sergio Cresto died when their Lancia flew off the
unguarded edge of a tightening right-hand bend and plunged down a steep wooded hillside. The car landed
inverted and in pieces, the fuel tank ruptured and the ensuring fire destroyed the car so completely that
nobody was able to determine the cause of the crash.
The Federation Internationale de L’Automobile cancelled the Group B challenge almost immediately. In a
flash, the Group B era ended and these expensively designed and developed cars just for competition became
redundant. Quite suddenly, Audi, MG-Rover, Lancia, Peugeot and Ford were left with cars that had nowhere
to go, nowhere to race.
Ford came up with a programme to sell its RS 200 to private buyers interested in a rare and unique sports
car. Thankfully, the car was street legal, as the car had been crash-tested and met contemporary safety
requirements. Just how many of the RS 200s were sold is not known, but priced at £50,000 each, it wasn’t
cheap and I think Ford would not have recouped the car’s development costs. Potential buyers were invited
to Boreham Airfield where Ford Motorsport is based and allowed to drive the car on the closed circuit.
Boreham also served as its proving grounds in the 1950s and 1960s. This was where PH was given the
opportunity to drive the RS 200, not as a potential buyer but for a story for ‘Sports Driver’ magazine. But
that’s a story for another time ………...

Two ditzy blondes left a restaurant and discovered the keys had been locked inside their
car. One blonde said to the other, “What to do? Gert a coat hanger and pick the lock?”
Said the other, “People will think we’re trying to break in.” The first, “Can we go back in
and get a knife and cut the rubber around the window and pop the lock?” Responded
her companion, “People will think we’re too stupid to use the coat hanger.” Realised the
first, “Well we need to come up with something quick because the rain is starting and the
sunroof is open.”
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[left] This model of the 1964 Triumph TR4 was
released by Jadi, and is the car that was raced in
the Dutch Tulip Rally in 1962 and 1963, being
placed 4th in its class in both years, was included
in the display provided by Russell Wright.

[right] The 1971 Renault Alpine 1600S modelled by
Burago was raced in the Monte Carlo Rally in 1971
and 1973 and in the World Rally Championship in
1973.
[left] The 2001 Mini Cooper modelled by Burago.
The car competed in the Dutch Tulip Rally in 1962
and 1963 and in the Monte Carlo Rally in 1964 / 1965
/ 1967.

[right] The 1975 Lancia Stratos Stradale,
modelled by Sun Star, was entered in the World
Rally Championship 1974-1976 and in the
Monte Carlo Rally 1975-1977.

Peugeot has been prominent in the World Rally
Championships for many years, most notably in
1985-1986 with the 205 Turbo 16. For this
display, Dennis Mitchell chose the Peugeot 206
WRC (pictured at left), which was most
prominent in the years 2000-2002. This model is
of the car that won Marcus Gronholm and codriver Timo Rautiainen many victories during
those three years. Both were Finnish and
followed another famous Fin, Rauno Aaltonen,
who was prominent with Mini Cooper in the
Monte Carlo Rally. The 1/43 scale model is by
Vitesse from its ‘SKID’ series.
When asked, ‘What springs to mind when you think of the Peugeot 206 WRC?’, Marcus Gronholm
responded:
For me, it was the start of my professional career and the car I drove for my two championships,
simply. They were fantastic years with Peugeot and this car was clearly the best. I have both of
them in the museum and still, they look beautiful after 20 years. I mean, it’s 20 years since I won
my first title! It was a small package the car, everything was, at that time, the best. Of course, we
had small reliability problems in the beginning, but the team was so motivated, and it was like a big
family. A good package, and fast, which was the most important part of it.
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‘ACCESSORISE YOUR COLLECTION’
OUR APRIL 2021 THEMED DISPLAY
The first place in our ‘Show and Tell’ competition was awarded by members present to John
Russell, who displayed a large array of figures and props released by toy manufacturers for use
with railway layouts and street dioramas, and other similar items designed and made by himself.

A railway cigarette
dispensing kiosk by an
unidentified maker
modelled in HO scale
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The movie cameras and operators were
released by Dinky and Corgi in 1/43 scale.
The 44-gallon drums were made by John.
The BP and Shell petrol pumps are by Spot
On in 1/42 scale and the oil pumps are by
Dinky in 1/43 scale.

The two telephone boxes and the post
pillar boxes are by Dinky in 1/43
scale, and the Cola-Cola and Pepsi
vending machines are copies of Ertle
models also in 1/43 scale
This set of here BP petrol pumps was
released by Corgi in 1/43 scale
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The second place was awarded to Dennis Mitchell, who at first could not think what to bring, then
remembered he has very rare vintage toy garages from Mettoy and Spot-On. Even with the imperfections
manifest in most 1950-era toys, the three displayed are very hard to find. Dennis included some equally
scarce Tri-ang Minic and Spot-On toy cars in the display: from Minic in 1/43 scale were three Morris Minors
and two Morris Oxfords, two Morris Vans in different colours, a Ford Van and a very rare taxi; and from
Spot-On’s 1/42 scale range were three Morris Minors, also in different colours.
[left] Mettoy Playcraft Garage #142
Mettoy later used the trading name Corgi, and
experimented with plastic during the early 1960s, so
these facts date both garages to that era. The garage is
in almost mint condition, with the plastic ramp showing
some splitting.

[right] Tri-ang (Spot On) garage
The incredible thing about this toy is that although
constructed mainly from cardboard it has survived
from the 1950s. Dennis made some repairs to it, so it
is not original, but it still presents very well.
[left] Mettoy garage with sliding
doors # 6223 and boxed
Unfortunately one of the sliding
doors has split, but this does not
detract from its appearance.

[right] A 1:18 scale Australian production
1600 Volkswagen Beetle 1300 Deluxe
registration ECJ-313 and Tennyson 2-berth
aluminium-sided caravan
This model is a conversion made by Rob
Bender from a red Johnny Lightning VW Beetle
to replicate the vehicle which was bought new by
Rob's dad in 1966. It was included in his
second-placed display.
The model was
repainted in sea blue, which was the colour of
the car. The rim colours were reversed so that
the inner colour is white, which was a standard
feature of the Australian-built Beetles (overseas
production was the opposite). The hand made
parts that had to be created from scratch to
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replicate the real car included conversion to right-hand drive (including dashboard). It was very tricky to
retain the workable steering, driver's side weathershield, the 'Flying VW' bonnet emblem, rear venetian
blinds, the 1300 'deluxe' emblem on the engine cover and tow bar. Authentic registration plates (made with
hand created fonts) and coloured in the correct shade of yellow for the 1950s-1970s period also is a feature
of this model.
The Tennyson firm was
Close-up views of Rob’s handmade ‘flying
based at Greenacre and
VW’ emblem and the right-hand drive
which produced plywood
conversion and re-designed dashboard
caravans and from 1965, this
design made with aluminium panels. This resin cast model was
made in 2003 with both plywood and aluminium types
represented. They were released in 2004 in scales of 1/43, 1/24
and 1/18. The 1:43 versions were included as part of a limited
edition set with the tow vehicle being either an FE or FC
handmade resin cast panel van, also produced in 2004, with a 1:24
version paired with
handmade resin cast XP
Falcon
sedans
in
standard and DeLuxe form. The Falcons were produced in 2012
and included 1:24 scale XL and XP Falcon standard utilities in
four factory colours that were paired with 1:24 scale period box
trailers.
This was the first time that models of an FC panel van, and XL
and XP Falcons (including utilities), period box trailers and
Australian caravans were produced anywhere.

A cutaway view of the
plywood type Tennyson
two-berth caravan showing
interior features such as
cupboards, beds, bunks,
stove, sink, wood veneer
side
panelling,
vinyl
checked floor and curtains
The resin cast XP
utilities modelled by
Rob
represent
two
engine
options,
the
standard 144 cubic inch
6-cylinder without a
badge on the mudguard
and the 170 cubic inch
with 'Pursuit 170' badge.
Falcon standard models
had no external locks on
XP Falcon utility in sky blue
the front doors for both
Period Australian box trailer
passenger vehicles and
Made in 2012 in 1/24 scale
commercials, and black
steering wheels and horn
buttons in place of a hornring, details overlooked in recent renditions of these by other manufacturers.
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PH Cheah asked just how one can ‘accessorise’ a collection? Perhaps by building a diorama; or to display
vehicles with advertising logos or sales brochures; yet another option might be to display them with industry
‘giveaways’ such as pins, pens or flags. In other words, there are numerous ways to show off a car or truck
with some sort of accessory that helps to
identify or promote the vehicle.
What better way to display a selection of
emergency vehicles than to show them
next to or inside a building dedicated to
housing them …….. and the front-line
workers. This SOS station was a chance
purchase from a ‘Toys ‘R’ Us’ store. It
came with a couple of emergency
vehicles, but the vehicles displayed here
are not from the SOS set; rather they are
from PH’s collection.
The 1954 Ford Civil Defence Truck
was based on the F-100 series, the last
year the ‘flathead’ Ford engine was
used. The revised model had a range
of OHV sixes and V8s, an updated
chassis and was the model that
introduced the F-100 nomenclature
that’s still applied today. The F-100
referred to the half-ton models, F-2, F3 to the ¾ ton and the F4 to the oneton models.
The model was released by Matchbox
in 1/43 scale in 1997 as part of the
‘Models of Yesteryear’ series. The
black/white paint scheme suggests police use (American police cars once were referred to as ‘black and
whites’) and the presence of extra search lights, siren, a winch attached to the nose, ladders, basket
stretcher and fire extinguisher all point to its purpose - to undertake rescue work. Today, such vehicles
are still based on the Ford F-Series but are used by trained paramedics and are even better equipped and
stationed at fire stations.
The New York Fire Department’s
Ford Crown Victoria Police
Interceptor – affectionately named
‘CrownVic’- was a mainstay of many
fire departments police forces in the
U.S.A.
The car was a ‘body-on-frame’ design
with a 4.6 litre V8 engine pushing
power via a 4-speed 4R-70W
automatic transmission. Its overall
length of 539 cms firmly puts it into
the ‘full-size’ (a Yankee term)
category and its 196 cms width meant
plenty of rear seat room for felons. Kerb weight at 1,840 kgs is heavy, but the Ford Explorer that has
taken over police duties weighs in at 1,930 kgs.
The SOS station should have a Fire Chief’s car and this 1/43 scale model by Realtoy fits the bill. It looks
great in its red duco with a white roof with six light bars arranged in a ‘V’. The model replicates the look
and stance of the car with agreeable accuracy. The chrome wheels are soooooooo American.
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These two Hillman Imp Police Cars – known as ‘Pinky and Perky’ – which were attached to the
Dunbatonshire Police Force, were used to patrol the scenic A82 Loch Lomondside road that ran from
Dumnbarton to Fort William in Scotland during the 1960s. This was a narrow and twisting road which
followed the contours of the lochside, with drivers enduring the consequences of meeting oncoming vehicles
at every corner while attempting to take in the scenic splendour. Heavy construction work at Loch Awe
necessitated the movement of abnormal loads on the A82.
Police motor cycles used at the time were replaced by two standard Hillman Imps; one was blue and the
other white. The Chief Mechanic decided to swap the doors, boot lid and engine covers of both, creating a
‘panda’ effect without the need for resprays. The cars were fitted with full-width front and rear ‘police’
boards, with the front board having a hinged section that when opened, exposed a distinctive ‘wide load’
sign. To make them stand out, the front/rear panels and roof were painted yellow. Both cars were used
together in ‘wide-load’ scenarios, which comprised basic escorts until the road narrowed sufficiently to
utilise a system of ‘leap-frogging’ cars between lay-bys. This required one Imp going ahead and stopping
on-coming traffic at a predetermined point and radioing to the other that the road ahead was clear. However,
when radio communication was inoperable, the first public car was allowed to carry the message to the
waiting convoy in the last lay-by. \When not used for the wide-load duty, the cars were deployed to normal
one-man patrol duties, attending to the various road and marine accidents in the area. Their high profile
appearance made them a tourist attraction at every rest stop, and the nicknames ‘Pinky’ and ‘Perky’ were
accorded the Imps by members of the public and police officers.
The cars were used for only four years. They were standard Imps with just the installation of an alternator
replacing the standard dynamo. A Strathclyde Superintendent of Police who drove the Imps observed that in
nearly 30 years’ service, he never witnessed anything that was more effective in this scenario.
Corgi-Vanguards modelled the Imps in 1/43 scale diecast about 2012. They came as a set and are finished in
the correct colours, right down to the registration plates GSN840E and GSN 860E, and were part of the
display provided by PH Cheah. .Impressive are the front door window frames nicely picked out in blue or
white. The addenda to the front and rear are well fitted and well detailed. The Imp’s shape is well captured,
and while the real car’s rear wheels do not quite fill out the wheel arches as well as the model, it means the
model has a more solid stance. The large headlights neatly wrap around the sides and are separate fittings,
just like the rear light clusters. The boot lid and front doors open, the boot is an impressively tight fit but the
doors do not have the frames of the actual car which tells us that this model is more aimed at the toy market.
Its decals, the crest of FDNY and the contrasting yellow/white strips along its sides are neatly applied.
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The Jaguar XK120 was modelled by
Bhurago with detailing by Ken
Mathieson and was included in the
display provided by Paul Heeks

This Czech-made KOVAP
#0609 tinplate caravan is from
the Paul Heeks collection

If My Body Was a Car!
A lament from Paul Heeks
If my body was a car, this is the time I would be thinking about trading it in for
a newer model. There are bumps and dents and scratches in my finish, and my
paint job is getting a little dulled.
But that's not the worst of it ……..
My headlights are out of focus and it's especially hard to see things up close.
My traction is not as graceful as once it was.
I slip and slide and skid and bump into stuff, even in the best weather.
My whitewalls are stained with varicose veins.
It takes me hours to accelerate to my maximum speed.
My fuel rate burns
inefficiently.
But here's the worst of
it …………… almost
every time I sneeze,
cough or sputter, either
my radiator leaks or
my exhaust backfires!
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At our February meeting, John Russell presented these models rebuilt by himself from:
Dinky Pullmore car transporter #982 towed by a Bedford truck;
Dinky Pullmore car transporter #982 towed by a Commer truck;
Dinky Supertoys Car Carrier #984; and
two Dinky Supertoys Trailers #985 for Transporter #984.
The loads on the carriers included the Dinky Ford Zephyr #162, Dinky Jaguar XK120 #57 and the Dinky
Austin Atlantic #10.

Could not be bothered?
Or perhaps a crossing for drunks?
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OUR ‘SHOW AND TELL’ COMPETITION RESULTS
December ‘What Else Do You Collect?’ or
‘What Did You Acquire This Year?’

Denis Mitchell
Ken Mathieson
Paul Heeks
Robin Aston, David Brown, PH Cheah,
Michael Rowles, John Russell,
Russell Wright and Graeme Young

THE LEAGUE TABLE
December 2020 to November 2021
4
3
2

8
5
5
4
4
3
3
2
2
1
1

1

February ‘The World Rally Championship’

Graeme Young
Bruce Cook
PH Cheah
Robin Aston
Russell Wright, Dennis Mitchell
and Paul Heeks

4
3
2
2
1

April ‘Accessorise Your Collection’

John Russell
Dennis Mitchell
Rob Bender & Ken Mathieson
Paul Heeks, Graeme Young
and PH Cheah

Dennis Mitchell
Ken Mathieson
John Russell
Paul Heeks
PH Cheah
Robin Aston
Bruce Cook
Rob Bender
Russell Wright
David Brown
Michael Rowles

4
3
2

The club’s ‘Show and Tell’
Competition is sponsored by
Mark Griffin of ‘Model Cars Too’,
152 Clarence Street, Sydney
(between Market and King Streets)
Telephone 9290 2299

1

Indeed you are!!!
This tinplate near-lifesize model guards the entrance to
the home of a hobbyist in Portland west of Lithgow
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